Getting in the Game

Reading: Easy as ABC, right?
Most kids learn to talk by talking with other people. They hear—they listen—they speak. Learning to read? That's harder. Reading doesn't come naturally. You have to learn it. The sticks and circles we call letters are symbols. Basically, letters stand for sounds. In the big picture, they help us communicate when we can’t talk face to face. If we couldn’t read, we’d never know the wisdom of William Shakespeare, Langston Hughes, or Yogi Berra.

Our alphabet has only 26 letters, but it’s one of the most powerful tool kits on the planet. When you put letters together, into syllables, words, sentences, and paragraphs, you get the script for Star Wars, a Martin Luther King speech, the Grapes of Wrath, a letter, or instructions for how to build a tricycle.

Reading lets us into the whole world. It gets us in the game. Reading is power. And, let’s face it, good readers make more money.

Educators have discovered that if a child can’t read fluently by the end of third grade, he may not become a strong reader. And the road ahead will be much more difficult. “In fourth grade, students start using their reading skills as a tool for learning other things,” said Dr. Sandra Baxter, director of the National Institute for Literacy. “They have to read well because the subjects get harder. Teachers have less time to help kids catch up on reading skills they don’t have.” That’s why parents need to stay in constant touch with their children’s day care providers and teachers from kindergarten through grade three. It’s important to make sure that children’s reading skills are developing “on schedule.”

In fact, research has shown that children who aren’t strong readers by the end of third grade are more likely to drop out of school later on. “We should all pay attention to that,” said Dr. Baxter. “Fortunately, the research has also shown us the best ways to teach reading, and how parents can make a big difference in helping their children learn to read.”

What are these five skills? See pages 4 & 5.
10 Dads.
How they help their kids learn to read!

Yes, guys read. And they can give their kids the best shot at a bright future by helping them learn to read too. Here are stories of dads from around the country, talking in their own words about how they do it. Many of these dads discovered they were already doing a lot of the right things, and doing it in personal, special ways. For more stories of fathers helping their kids learn to read, turn to page 6.

**Jorge**
Cable TV technician
Father of three, 2 years, 3 years, 5 years old

I have three children and I read to them in English so they can learn more. At the same time I read to them, I also am learning better English myself. My father is illiterate and I taught myself how to read. I want my children to know how to read for themselves. I read the newspaper in English, and for my work, it’s all in English. I’m a cable TV manager technician and I teach others how to fix cable TV.

I buy books for my children at a bookstore in Tijuana. If there’s a book sale, I’ll buy books at a store. I have been coming to the library (Family literacy program) for three months. I pay attention to my children. It’s most important to know who they are and what they like and don’t like.

We practice writing out letters and I teach them the sounds of the letters. I’ll sound out the letter and have them practice writing it out, while sounding it out themselves.

To get their interest, I sing songs with them first, like the ABC song and other word songs and songs in Spanish to motivate them to read. I sing it wrong and they correct me. I go into detail and explanation of letters and sounds to my children. I word songs and songs in Spanish to motivate them to read. I sing it wrong and they sounding it out themselves.

I sometimes run my finger under the words as I read so she will see how print goes from left to right.

She likes to turn the pages and now she knows that you read a book from front to back.”

**Matt**
Licensed electrician
Father of one, 2 years old

I have my daughter on weekends and we read every night while she is with me, mostly before she goes to bed. Isabel likes certain books and wants me to read them to her over and over again. We got a fish book when we visited the aquarium. It is an alphabet book and she likes it too. We read small children’s books with colorful pictures.

My daughter walked and started saying her first words early. I think she has a big vocabulary for her age and that’s probably because we read and talk to her a lot. I even read to her before she was born! I think her mother is more into the acting, maybe more animated when she reads. I do some vocal changes, but I’m more straightforward with my reading. Isabel likes to flip the pages.

I like to see her reactions, the way she picks up on things, like naming the animals in the pictures. We have fun with books and she makes up funny words. She likes to turn the pages and now she knows that you read a book from front to back. I sometimes run my finger under the words as I read so she will see how print goes from left to right.

She is only two, so she is not reading yet, but if she hears a word she doesn’t know, she always asks what it means. I talk to her and name words and tell her what they mean. We play with words and she repeats everything I say. She learns fast. I want her to enjoy reading and to do it of her own free will beyond schoolwork. She sees me write in the notebook that her mother and I use to share information. She knows that we are communicating with each other through writing.

**Brian**
Chemical operator
Father of two, 5 years, 12 years old

I want my son and daughter to be able to read and understand what they’re reading instead of just going through and then later on ask questions. I want them to understand that in this day and age if you don’t read and learn a lot of things, someone can be like a wolf in sheep’s clothing. If you don’t read the fine print and understand what’s going on, then you’re basically putting yourself in a hole.

I like reading to them and seeing how they are bent on your every last word, waiting to see what the outcome is. I like seeing their reactions. I love sitting down on Sundays. There’s just something about Sundays. It’s my time to sit around with the family.

I want them to be very articulate. There’s a lot of different words in the dictionary that many people don’t really know. It’s about being able to comprehend—being able to see a word and if you don’t understand it go in the dictionary and figure it out. I try to tell them the importance of speaking clearly and understanding how people perceive you when you speak. A lot of that has to do with reading. You can’t extend your vocabulary if you don’t read.

My daughter is in kindergarten so she brings songs home from the school. She starts humming and singing and we’re like, “what’s that song?” She might not be saying a lot of the words right so it brings us back to our childhood. We sit there arguing about what the words were.

My daughter has a diary. She’ll come home and she’ll ask for her diary and she’ll be jotting little letters down and she’ll say, “Daddy, read my diary.” And I’m looking at it and it doesn’t spell anything but I try to make her think I know what it says and try to keep her motivated. And my son, he’s 12, he’ll say, “That doesn’t spell anything.” But then I’ll ask her to tell us what it says. And she’ll say, “I can’t tell you.” But she’ll whisper in my ear. So it just helps her out just to jot things down.

**Taalpe**
Warehouse worker
Father of one, 2 years old

This is my first child, so I want to do it right. I hope to have more children. Every kid will have something for me to learn.

I want my son to grow up and be able to read. Then he can decide what his goals are for himself. As long as he can read, he can learn more about it later. For me, the first time I was in the U.S. I was put into second grade. I didn’t understand anything and they dropped me down to first to learn how to read.

My wife is more into books than me and she’s stricter. He has to pay attention when she uses books with him. The only way my son listens to me is if I’m singing or dancing. His favorite book plays the chorus of Old MacDonald— “E-I-E-I-O!” is his favorite part, he loves that. If I start singing that to him, he starts dancing. My wife uses his ABC blocks. She says a letter in his name and he has to point to it. He repeats it back, but he doesn’t know his letters yet. She will write out his name and give it to him. He just scribbles on it.”

**Thanks!**
The National Institute for Literacy and RMC Research Corporation express their thanks to the fathers who agreed to be interviewed. We admire the fine work they are doing with their children.
Ernest  
**Construction worker**  
**Father of two, 6 years old**

Reading was very, very scary for me at school. I remember when I thought I had read, my hands would be so sweaty that the sweat would drip on the desk. They had me checked out and said I had a reading disorder. I got better in high school. I had a tutor in 10th grade who is still in my life if I need tutoring or help. It’s very important to help my kids now.

My oldest daughter was struggling. I’m the one who can talk to her about that situation and can relate. If she doesn’t know a word I break it down bit by bit and pronounce it in syllables so she has an idea of how to put it together.

If she doesn’t know a word I break it down bit by bit and pronounce it in syllables so she has an idea of how to put it together. That’s how I learned. When I first noticed she was having problems with her reading it didn’t really affect her. She’s unique because she was still wanting to learn even if she got frustrated. She loves to go to school. She’s a fighter and doesn’t give up.

I tell my children it is important to be able to read because, suppose you’re traveling and can’t read the road signs—you wouldn’t know how or where to get off the highway. I would really like to do a lot of traveling but sometimes I am afraid because what if I couldn’t read the signs. I could get lost. That’s why I tell my children it’s important to read and I try to read to them whenever I can.

I go over spelling words with them. They know how to write our name and address. I also help them with writing homework. When she brought homework with math problems she had to write out in words, we used the names of some of her friends in the class to write out the problems.

My wife and I take time for our kids to help them study, to help them learn—and that we are behind them 110%. I want them to have what I never had. I am successful, but it’s been hard. I think that if I’m behind them, as their father, it won’t be so hard for them. I know I have smart kids. I want the best for them.

Mike  
**Construction worker**  
**Father of one, 9 months old**

I work every day so I’m only able to play with my daughter from four to seven or eight. I like to spend those hours with her. We usually keep the TV off. I read to her every day. I think she likes that we’re on the floor when I read, though

sometimes I walk around and dance while I read, with her in my arms. I think she’s having fun. I think she’s going to want us to read to her all the time. When I read, I act it out, I use different voices. I’m shy, but not with my kid. I don’t mind looking like an idiot as long as she’s laughing.

We were given a lot of books at the baby shower. The person who threw the shower for them actually gave us a whole apartment. We have plenty of books, so I’m like, “pick a book out.”

If she doesn’t know a word I break it down bit by bit and pronounce it in syllables so she has an idea of how to put it together. When she doesn’t know a word, I will show them the object or a picture, and I will continue to ask them about it until they know what it is. I teach my kids words more in Spanish because it is easier for me. We have some books from Mexico that I use to help them learn the letters and Spanish words.

I teach my kids words more in Spanish because it is easier for me. We have some books from Mexico that I use to help them learn the letters and Spanish words. I may explain a few details, but not like she does. My daughter reads like she has learned in school. She reads the whole book fast, by herself. Then she needs help understanding something or would like to talk about something we go back through page by page.

The boys are very focused when they read to them. They look at pictures with the kids and explain all the details. I explain a few details, but not like she does. My daughter reads like she has learned in school. She reads the whole book fast, by herself. Then she needs help understanding something or would like to talk about something we go back through page by page. She will read to me too.

When the boys don’t understand a word, I will show them the object or a picture, and I will continue to ask them about it until they know what it is. I teach my kids words more in Spanish because it is easier for me. I have some books from Mexico that I use to help them learn the letters and Spanish words. It’s fun to see that excitement in their faces. It’s hard to entertain babies sometimes—sometimes nothing will work—but books usually work pretty easy with her. When I read, I do whatever I have to do. I change my voice with the character. When the character is, I try to role-play it. She loves this one book that has a girl and sea animals in it. So I play the crab, the lobster. I’m not that good at doing a girl’s voice, but I do my best.

We get books from anywhere. At WIC (Women, Infants, and Children) they give us books. I have some books from when I was a kid. We go to the bookstore in the mall, and let her pick out a book. She’s drawn to bright colors, and books you can touch or books that have a girl and sea animals in it. So I play the crab, the lobster. I’m not that good at doing a girl’s voice, but I do my best.

We get books from anywhere. At WIC (Women, Infants, and Children) they give us books. I have some books from when I was a kid. We go to the bookstore in the mall, and let her pick out a book. She’s drawn to bright colors, and books you can touch or books that have a girl and sea animals in it. So I play the crab, the lobster. I’m not that good at doing a girl’s voice, but I do my best.

I know reading to her now will help her learn down the road. But right now it’s fun to entertain her, to see the way she looks when she’s happy. It’s all about her. She just lights up, she’s giggling, she’s enjoying it. It makes me feel good. It’s hard to entertain babies sometimes—sometimes nothing will work—but books usually work pretty easy with her. When I read, I do whatever I have to do. I change my voice with the character. Whichever way the character is, I try to role-play it. She loves this one book that has a girl and sea animals in it. So I play the crab, the lobster. I’m not that good at doing a girl’s voice, but I do my best.

I know reading to her now will help her learn down the road. But right now it’s fun to entertain her, to see the way she looks when she’s happy. It’s all about her. She just lights up, she’s giggling, she’s enjoying it. It makes me feel good. It’s hard to entertain babies sometimes—sometimes nothing will work—but books usually work pretty easy with her. When I read, I do whatever I have to do. I change my voice with the character. Whichever way the character is, I try to role-play it. She loves this one book that has a girl and sea animals in it. So I play the crab, the lobster. I’m not that good at doing a girl’s voice, but I do my best.
**Spoken Words**

Before your child ever sees a word on the page, he or she will hear thousands and thousands of words—spoken words. Every spoken word is a series of sounds.

Say the word “football.” Now say it again, slowly. Take it apart. Stress each little sound, from the “f” sound at the beginning to the “t” sound at the end. “Football” has six sounds in it. A child who can tell these sounds apart is on the way to becoming a reader.

Children need to hear how sounds in words go together. “Hat,” “bat,” “fat,” “cat,” and “rat” are almost the same word—but most people don’t wear cats on their heads on cold days. Only the beginning sounds in these words are different. But that one letter makes a huge difference.

When you help a child hear and play with sounds in words, you’re getting him ready to read, to see those differences between words when they’re written down.

**Written Words**

The leap from talking to reading happens when a child starts to see how written letters stand for the sounds of speech. It’s like learning a code.

Take the word “rocket.” The sounds you hear when you say “rocket” are represented by letters, or letter pairs: r, o, ck, e, and t.

As young readers get better, they recognize words as soon as they see them. After all, you don’t want to have to figure out the words “the,” “and,” and “from” every time you read them.

Another great bonus of knowing the rules of how written letters sound? When a reader sees words he doesn’t know, he can use his knowledge of letters and sounds to figure them out. Learning the rules of letter sounds takes lots and lots of practice. You would think it would be easy, since there are only 26 letters! But sometimes “e” makes an “ee” sound, sometimes it makes an “eh” sound, and sometimes no sound at all! And there are exceptions to the rules too. Who would figure that “igh” makes a sound like “eye,” like in “high” and “sigh?” Young readers will spend a lot of time learning these rules and variations.

**IT’S CALLED PHONEMIC AWARENESS**

Teachers call knowing how language sounds “phonemic awareness.” You can start working on phonemic awareness when your child is a baby. Even saying silly words like “coochie coo” begins to make language sounds more familiar.

Children should have a good sense of phonemic awareness by the time they start preschool.

**HOW CAN A DAD HELP?**

Play games with words. If you see a boat, say to your child, “hey, look at that coat in the water!” She will know it’s a boat, and probably tell you so! At dinner, ask your son to pass you his fish…he’ll correct you right away that you meant his dish, not his fish.

**Teachers call knowing how language sounds “phonemic awareness.”**

**HINT**

Play with sounds in all parts of words (beginning, middle, and end): like “fob,” “joy,” and “jog,” where the difference is at the end of the words. Rhyming is also important. Listen for rhyming words in songs, rap, and poems. Play a game: who can come up with these words that rhyme with “cool” the fastest?

---

Teachers call knowing how letters represent sounds “phonics.”
3 Word Power

If your child lives to the ripe old age of 100, she could learn more than 20 new words a day and never know them all. Of course, no human being knows every single word of English. But the more words a person knows, the better he can read and speak.

Learning new words starts early—the names of colors, animals, relatives, and things around the house. A child might pick up some words you use at work, just by hearing you talk. She will certainly learn a lot of new words from watching television, listening to music, and going to school. She will learn most words by hearing and saying them.

Knowing lots of words comes in handy when a child starts to read. Children use the words they already know to make sense of words they see written down. Suppose your child sees the word “courage” in a book. As he sounds it out, it might dawn on him that the sounds are making a word he already knows. Knowing the word ahead of time helps him read it faster.

Reading those favorite books over and over again—as you’ve been doing all along—has been moving your child down the road. Sometimes, you can focus on the meaning of what they are reading, rather than trying to decode word by word.

Eventually, they get so fluent they can look at groups of words and get their meaning right away. Fluent readers sound natural when they read out loud. And they can focus on the meaning of what they are reading, rather than trying to decode word by word.

HOW CAN A DAD HELP?

This one’s easy: the way to fluency is to listen to your child read the same pages repeatedly until your child smoothes out all the “bumps in the road.” Reading those favorite books over and over again—as you’ve been doing all along—has been moving your child down the road. Sometimes, you can take turns reading sentences in a book.

Teachers call the ability to read accurately and quickly “fluency.”

4 Reading Smoothly & Easily

Remember when you first tried driving a stick shift? How the car stalled? The jerky motion you thought would tear the engine apart? That’s what early reading is like. You might have heard your son or daughter trying to read a page, getting stuck on words. That’s normal for young readers but, like driving, the goal is to move ahead smoothly and easily.

Like learning how to drive or swing a bat, learning how to read takes practice. The more you read, the better you get at it. It’s that simple. Along the way, young readers need coaches (like you) to get them through the rough spots, and to cheer them on when they get it right.

IT’S CALLED FLUENCY

Teachers call the ability to read accurately and quickly “fluency.” Fluent readers recognize lots of words on sight, without having to sound them out. Eventually, they get so fluent they can look at groups of words and get their meaning right away. Fluent readers sound natural when they read out loud. And they can focus on the meaning of what they are reading, rather than trying to decode word by word.

HOW CAN A DAD HELP?

Building vocabulary is like building a strong foundation, brick by brick. See a helicopter flying overhead? Having spaghetti squash for dinner for the first time? Going to Cincinnati to visit your brother? Point all of these new words out to your child. Try adding three new words every day (when you go for walks, read the newspaper together, or watch a movie). The world is full of new things to learn and explore.

You, dad, are the best tour guide out there!

Teachers call the knowledge of words, and what they mean, “vocabulary.”

5 Knowing What It All Means

We read for a reason. To get swept away by a great story. Or find out what happened in last night’s game. Or figure out how to put together a bicycle. (Good luck!) There is no point to reading if it doesn’t help us understand something.

That’s why we spend so much time helping kids learn how to read. Eventually, they will read for a purpose. If your daughter can read the words on a page, but doesn’t understand what the words mean, she’s not really reading. Reading uses a reader’s own experience and knowledge of the world, and of words, to make sense of what she reads.

Research over 30 years has found ways parents can help their children become better at understanding, remembering, and communicating what they read.

IT’S CALLED COMPREHENSION

Teachers call the ability to understand what you read “comprehension.” Does your child understand the details, the meaning, and the ideas behind what she is reading?

HOW CAN A DAD HELP?

Ask questions. It’s a great way to know whether your young reader really understands what he reads. And it stimulates his brain to think and ask questions himself. When you’re reading a story with your child, stop and ask questions once in awhile: why did that character do that? What do you think would happen next? What would you do in that situation? Don’t just ask questions about books—do it about everything you see and do with your child—from what’s for dinner to what the coach should do on the next play.

Teachers call the ability to understand what you read “comprehension.”

IT’S CALLED VOCABULARY

Teachers call the knowledge of words, and what they mean, “vocabulary.” You can start building a child’s vocabulary from day one, when you say your daughter’s name or point to a giraffe in a book (and say “giraffe” out loud). A child needs to know about 1,900 basic words to communicate. Most first graders know about 10,000 words.

HOW CAN A DAD HELP?

Teachers call the knowledge of words, and what they mean, “vocabulary.” You can start building a child’s vocabulary from day one, when you say your daughter’s name or point to a giraffe in a book (and say “giraffe” out loud). A child needs to know about 1,900 basic words to communicate. Most first graders know about 10,000 words.
Yes, guys read. And they can give their kids the best shot at a bright future by helping them learn to read too. Here are stories of dads from around the country, talking in their own words about how they do it. Many of these dads discovered they were already doing a lot of the right things, and doing it in personal, special ways.

I especially love poems and I would really like to get some West Indian poetry. It would be good to share with my kids.

When I’m doing something, like cooking, I follow the instructions exactly. I suppose I haven’t thought about some of the things as modeling, but I see my children checking the receipts, as I do.

My daughter is very detailed, she likes to read every single thing. She doesn’t want to miss anything. She’s like me; I follow all the directions exactly. All my children read differently. I have one son that reads all the instructions before he starts something, like yesterday he was trying to learn how to clean the VCR heads. My other son tries things out before he reads the instructions.

When I was growing up I remember I had struggles with reading. It was my biggest hurdle. When I got past it everything came easier. I wish that more dads would read with their children and build their child as a strong reader.

I especially love poems and I would really like to get some West Indian poetry. It would be good to share with my kids.

Sometimes we review books as presents.

I like knowing that me reading to them is making them happy. I love to see their faces and their excitement. They enjoy it. I do too. You know, just that half hour to spend reading books is just a happy time.

I especially love poems and I would really like to get some West Indian poetry. It would be good to share with my kids.

I like the fact that I am actually doing something with that is very positive and rewarding for their future. I get books from the library, the school library, and sometimes we pick up books in the stores. Sometimes we review books as presents.

I like the fact that I am actually doing something with that is very positive and rewarding for their future. I get books from the library, the school library, and sometimes we pick up books in the stores. Sometimes we review books as presents.

I like the fact that I am actually doing something with that is very positive and rewarding for their future. I get books from the library, the school library, and sometimes we pick up books in the stores. Sometimes we review books as presents.

I like the fact that I am actually doing something with that is very positive and rewarding for their future. I get books from the library, the school library, and sometimes we pick up books in the stores. Sometimes we review books as presents.

I like the fact that I am actually doing something with that is very positive and rewarding for their future. I get books from the library, the school library, and sometimes we pick up books in the stores. Sometimes we review books as presents.

I like the fact that I am actually doing something with that is very positive and rewarding for their future. I get books from the library, the school library, and sometimes we pick up books in the stores. Sometimes we review books as presents.

I like the fact that I am actually doing something with that is very positive and rewarding for their future. I get books from the library, the school library, and sometimes we pick up books in the stores. Sometimes we review books as presents.
trying hard to do what I do. She likes listening to my voice. She is only a baby, but she likes looking at books. She has just found her hands and she likes to touch books and she enjoys books that have textures. She reaches out and touches the different textures and I tell her the words. I show her what I’m reading and when we do anything. I am always talking to her and telling her words. Like if we are eating, I give her the spoon or the napkin and I tell her the words. I try to tell her everything.

When I was young, I was really nervous reading and did not like to read aloud in class, particularly when it was a word that I didn’t know. I want her to know that if she comes to a big word that she does not know that she is not to give up but be confident.

Reading is a whole other level of bonding. I want her to know that dad can help her as much as her mom and when she goes to school. I want her to know that she can come to me for help and that I will always be there to help her at any time. I remember my mom reading to me. I always had to ask my dad to read to me, but I want my daughter to know that I will read to her without her asking me to do so.

She has just found her hands and she likes to touch books and she enjoys books that have textures. She reaches out and touches the different textures and I tell her the words.

---

Christopher
High school senior
Father of one, 5 months old

I read to my baby at night before she goes to sleep. If she’s fussy or not feeling well we read to settle her. I like to read to her. When I lay her down she looks at my mouth and she tries to make the same shapes as my mouth, she just looks as if she is

---

Theodore
Water delivery person
Father of two, 4 months, 2 years old

I don’t really read outside of reading to my kids. I may read the newspaper every once in awhile, look at the sports section. I read to my children once a week, mostly at night, bedtime. I heard it makes them smarter.

I’m not a really good reader, but my wife is. She’s more up on reading, reads more often. She reads to the kids maybe three or four times a week. Luke likes to watch us read. He’ll open a book and mumble stuff and act like he’s reading. Sometimes he’ll stay on a page for a long time. He likes funny books and rhyming ones. Mainly when he sees a book like “read, read, read, book, book, book,” and he sits on our lap. Our four month old is around when we do this and watches. Maybe he will want to read later.

My parents only read the Bible, nothing else. While you need to do that, you need to do more. You read to achieve. You get smarter around when we do this and watches. Maybe he will want to read later.

My parents only read the Bible, nothing else. While you need to do that, you need to do more. You read to achieve. You get smarter around when we do this and watches. Maybe he will want to read later.

He’ll open a book and mumble stuff and act like he’s reading. Sometimes he’ll stay on a page for a long time. He likes funny books and rhyming ones.

---

Mark
Independent truck driver
Father of two, 9 months, 4 years old

When Mark goes to bed he wants me to read a story to him. I don’t mind reading. We get a lot of books from the library. Sometimes we go to the grocery store and he sees something he likes I usually buy it for him. He’s not reading yet. They’re working on it in preschool. He seems a little smarter than me. He can probably operate the computer better than I can. I know reading helps if you’re planning to get a good job. Right now through his preschool we like him to get to spell his name, read his name. We cut out the letters and put them on contact paper.

I teach him different words. If he doesn’t understand a word, we try to explain it to him, what it means. I read them different material. Mom will sit down with a map to show him the cities where I am. He’ll talk to me on the phone and she’ll show him where I am on the map.

I work on my old truck when I can. I know he likes to help with that. He’ll be inquisitive and ask what I’m doing. He likes to help. If I crawl up underneath the truck to check on an air line or something he’s right there with me. We bought him a little ride-on truck so if we’re washing the van or I’m washing the truck, then he’ll wash whatever.

The little girl, when I read him a story last night, she came in the room, sat on my lap. Right now she wants to tear the pages out, but she seems interested. I enjoy sitting down with the kids to read.

---

Sergio
Automotive technician
Father of three, 2 years, 4 years, 8 years old

I taught myself how to read because my father is illiterate. I want a different outcome for my children. I read every day at night with the children. I love to read and use it for myself. I think it’s important for my children to learn more new words and to speak and read better. It’s always fun to read with my children. I like to see how happy they get when I read something to them. My nine-year-old reads before bed and more and more I have to take the book away from her so she’ll go to sleep. The younger ones still don’t read on their own. But, they all love it and Sundays, if I don’t want to read to them, they protest.

My children bring books home from school and we subscribe to a Book Club and get a new book every month. I want them to make a habit of reading to learn more, speak better and be more aware of what is going on in the world. With my nine-year-old, I’ll use her homework to learn new words. With the younger ones, we do ABCs and vowels at home. And we play Mexican bingo with letters, or the Concentration game to find the pairs. If they don’t understand a word I’ll give them examples with the word in it. If I’m out with them, I’ll answer any questions. I openly communicate with them. My children are confident of themselves. They are able to speak to others.

I think parents should have an interest in what their children are reading and also to read for themselves to see how it does make a difference in their life.

This interview was translated from Spanish.

---

James
Employment coordinator
Father of two, 3 months, 17 months old

Since I don’t see my kids all day, reading to them is a 20 minute excuse to talk to them. It allows me some alone time, some one-on-one with them. Second, it’s important for them to hear my tone of voice when I’m reading. That way, they don’t just know the disciplinary voice. It’s a great excuse to talk with them and learn their likes and dislikes, what makes them happy. That’s the third reason.

My wife makes fun noises and voices with the kids. With me, it’s straight down the line. We relate what we saw that day to what we read that night. For example, if we saw a car that day, I’d emphasize that at night. Say we were reading a book with a car in it— I would point out the picture of the car and use it in another sentence, like, “Taylor and Dad rode in a car on the way to the store.” We repeat songs we hear on kids’ shows, and we rhyme sometimes at night. Also in the car, we sing and listen to kids’ songs. Really, no place is immune. Even when the kids aren’t there, I find myself humming those kids’ songs, at work, wherever. They are stuck in my head.

It’s so hard to get involved later if you don’t get involved early. They start learning independently later, but they will have so much more trust in you if you are involved in the learning process. Maybe this will be the only time in my life I can read to or with my kids, so I do it.

---

Celestino
Nursery worker
Father of two, 5 years, 8 years old

We get books from the school library, the community library, and from book stores. My boss also gives me his children’s old books. I usually read to my children two or three times a week. Usually at night before they go to bed. I enjoy reading together.

There is nothing I don’t enjoy about it. My daughter loves books, story books. She gets so happy to hear the stories. She feels like she is part of the story. We have read the same books over and over again and she does not get tired of them. She reads to me. I stop a lot to explain things about the story to her and why things happen. Now that is the way she reads too.

My wife does not read English, but she will tell our children stories or will read books to them in Spanish. Most of the books we get are in English and I read those books to them. I try to get books in English the children learn English better. When we work in the garden, I have taught them the names of all the plants. They know corn, beans, and squash. And they know tomatoes because they don’t like tomatoes. I help my son write phrases and practice his letters. I have gotten books for him that teach how to write letters and words, and we practice together.

---

“Who we relate what we saw that day to what we read that night.”

“He’ll talk to me on the phone and she’ll show him where I am on the map.”

“We have read the same books over and over again and she does not get tired of them.”

“We related what we saw that day to what we read that night.”

“I taught myself how to read because my father is illiterate. I want a different outcome for my children.”

“Who we relate what we saw that day to what we read that night.”
WordPlay

Fun stuff to do with your kids!

Got Five Minutes and a Buck?

Here’s a quick word game to do with your kids (some preschoolers can do this, and most kindergartners and older children). Take a one dollar bill and ask your kids to search for the following words. These are words hidden inside words that appear on the dollar, so it will take some looking! This is a great way to get kids tuned in to letter combinations and how letters come together to make words. Who can find the most? Winner gets a dollar! (Some of these words appear more than once!)

- A green fruit
- A horse with a hurt leg
- A strong wind
- Not a girl
- A place to shop
- Post office business
- Ice from the sky
- Not short
- It connects classrooms
- Climb a
- Run a four minute
- What clocks measure

Now you’re on your own! Change one letter in the word above to get:

- What clocks measure
- A square on the floor
- Run a four minute
- Where flour is made
- Climbing a
t- It connects classrooms
- Not short
- A monkey has one
- Ice from the sky
- Post office business
- A place to shop
- Not a girl
- A strong wind
- You’ve reached the end of the

Answers: GAME, LAME, LIME, TIME, TILE, MILE, MILL, HILL, HALL, TALL, TAIL, HAIL, MAIL, MAIL, MALE, GAME.